A new life in Travel

Swing this Way!
And take a luxury Winter Golf Vacation

Golf Year Round and not far away!

In the Canary Islands
Warm ambient temperatures - High class Golf Courses
Equipment available on site - Luxury accommodation

is a Full-Service, Destination Management Company
specializing in Custom-Built Vacations and Voyages to Islands around the
Globe
Small Luxury Cruise
Ships up to 200 Pax

Groups 10 to 200 people for
Corporate/Customer incentives

British Isles

Caribbean

Mediterranean

Luxury & All-Inclusive
Luxury Hotels and Resorts

Adriatic

We will personally make sure that ALL YOUR NEEDS are catered for and in place
prior to your arrival

Please call

Barry Devo

on 330 284 4709 (Est) for

more information and a personal service and the best deals,
including all flights and other travelling needs
Or email barrydevo@prepcotravel.com
Please note that all prices quoted may be subject to Taxes
and fees and are dependent on Room type and time of year

A new life in Travel
The Canary Islands
7 Islands – 7 Wonders
Welcome to the Canary Islands, seven destinations in the Atlantic Ocean where you can live a
revitalizing experience in the best climate of the world.
The Canary Islands enjoy a remarkably mild climate, in fact, they are located in the Atlantic
Ocean, just north of the Tropic of Cancer, a short distance from the coasts of Morocco and
Western Sahara, in a stretch of sea where a cool current flows. They are also subject to the
trade winds, which blow constantly from the north east. The Canary Islands belong to Spain;
there are seven major islands (Tenerife, Fuerteventura, Gran Canaria, Lanzarote, La Palma, La
Gomera, and El Hierro) plus some smaller islands and islets.

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Island of Tenerife – Best Canary Island for nightlife and GOLF
Total 9 Courses on the Island
The Island of Gran Canaria – Best Canary Island for hiking and GOLF
The Island of Lanzarote – Best Canary Island for families. ...
The Island of Fuerteventura – Best Canary Island for beaches. ...
The Island of La Gomera – Best Canary Island for authenticity. ...
The Island of La Palma – Best Canary Island for snorkeling
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Golf on the Island of Tenerife
9 courses to choose from
(Images courtesy of Tenerife Tourism)

Designer- Donald Steel

Abama Golf
Golf course located in Tenerife South
Enjoy a unique day of golf in its exceptional 18-hole course, an authentic work of art created by
Dave Thomas. From any of the holes you will have splendid views of the sea and the island of La
Gomera. Improve your swing in its three-hole driving range, or simply relax in the select
atmosphere of your clubhouse.
A unique golf course, animated by 22 lakes and more than 90,000 palm trees. Facing the sea
and in a very quiet area in the west of the Island, in Guía de Isora, this resort offers you a
different holiday in an incomparable environment.
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Designer- Donald Steel

Yellow Golf
At the very edge of the sea, at Amarilla Golf, landscape architect Donald Steel created an 18-hole course
that looks at the ocean and forces, sometimes, to play the ball on the same waves to reach the
green. This is hole 5, without a doubt, one of the most spectacular in the field. Palm trees, indica cannas,
Canarian pines and water obstacles encourage a tour that also offers fantastic views of the Teide. The
club also has pitch & putt, pool and even riding club.

Designer- Severiano Ballesteros (Trajectory)

Buenavista Golf
Located on spectacular cliffs and framed by the impressive Teno Rural Park, Buenavista Golf,
the work of Severiano Ballesteros, invites the game by the ocean, in holes where, on occasion,
the player has the feeling of hitting the ball against the sea. In the first round, the most
demanding holes are the 4 pairs, while in the second round it is the 3 pairs that require greater
precision, especially 15 and 17, both at the edge of the cliff.
A large central lake, in front of the clubhouse, between holes 9 and 18, and a waterfall are
water hazards that also provide a fresh and special atmosphere to this unique countryside in
the north of Tenerife. 18 fun holes and a clubhouse with magnificent panoramic views of the
entire countryside.
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Designer- José María Olazabal

Los Palos Golf Center
The 9-hole Los Palos Golf Center course, Par 27, constitutes a veritable garden of lush, colorful
vegetation. Virtually uneven and animated by refreshing water obstacles such as lakes and streams, it is
ideal to start in this sport or to improve the short game. Design by Integral Golf Design, by José María
Olazábal, has a pleasant terrace from which the whole field is dominated.

Designer- Pepe Gancedo

Costa Adeje Golf
Golf Costa Adeje surprises with its exquisite adaptation to the environment itself. Pepe
Gancebo created a peculiar layout here, respecting the old agricultural terraces that descend in
front of the sea framed by original stone walls. With beautiful views of the sea, the island of La
Gomera and the mountains of Adeje, this unique course offers 27 holes of wide greens and
obstacles such as ravines and lakes.
The clubhouse, spacious and pleasant, has different spaces and large terraces. A curiosity: the
descent to the driving range can be done by elevator; Inside the buggy itself.
Headquarters of the Spanish Open 2003 and the Tenerife Ladies Open 2005, 2008 and 2009.
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Pepe Gancedo, remodeled by Manuel Piñero
(remodeling field links 2005)
(remodeling field north 2006)

Golf del Sur
Golf del Sur opened its doors in 1987 with a professional tournament that began an important
history of sporting events. Pepe Gancedo conceived here a unique layout, later remodeled by
Manuel Piñero, highlighting all the Natural Protection areas surrounding its 27 holes, between
the ravine, highlighting its attractive native flora dominated by cacti, palm trees and other
colorful spices.
The hole 3 (par 5), and the hole 4 (par 4) of the north course stand out for its difficulty. Its wide
streets are flanked by an impressive ocher rock ravine where spectacular native cacti grow
overlooking the Teide. The entrance to the green of hole two, south field (par 3), surrounded by
a large bunker of black sand, requires great precision that will make you enjoy your best shot
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Designer- John Jacobs, Golf Ass. Ltd.

Golf Las Américas
In the heart of Playa de Las Américas, one of the best known tourist centers in the south of the
island, Golf Las Américas is distinguished by the layout of its land, as an amphitheater, which
overlooks the sea to offer splendid views of the ocean and from the island of La Gomera. Its
designer, John Jacobs, gave priority to water hazards creating a relaxing and fresh environment.
The clubhouse, in a harmonious construction finished in wood, has a large terrace to enjoy the
countryside and watch the game. The 18-hole course has par 72 and a total distance of 6,051
meters.

DesignerA. Alberto, A.Lucena
J.Laynez, A.Yanes

Real Golf Club of Tenerife
Founded in 1932, it is the second oldest club in Spain and still retains an air of typically British
distinction. It is 600 meters above sea level and has 18 holes of undulating streets that rise in front of a
spectacular view of the Teide. The ravines come into play in several holes. The 4 is one of the most
difficult and demands to be in green in a second blow, with out of bounds to the left and unevenness to
the right. They enliven the route some imposing trees that shade, in sections, the road.
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Designer- Donald Steel

Tecina Golf
Landscaper Donald Steel believes in La Gomera, just 40 minutes by ferry from Tenerife, a
spectacular 18-hole course that stands on a cliff and overlooks the sea and the Teide, offering
stunning views. The vegetation, native in the highlands, is becoming more and more exuberant
on its way down to the sea, until it reaches an area full of tropical and fruit trees.
Hole 4, one of the most spectacular, invites you to play the ball over a ravine. Another hole of
special characteristics is the 10, of 337 meters, whose tee is 45 meters above the green.
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Golf on the Island of Gran Canaria
7 courses shown to choose from
(Images courtesy of Gran Canaria Tourism)

Anfi Tauro Golf

Number Holes: 18

Design: Von Hagge, Smelek & Baril

A Privileged Environment
The Taurus Valley offers an
impressive backdrop in a privileged
coastal environment, where you can
enjoy a sensational PGA field with
impeccable maintenance.
Located between canyons, native
vegetation, lakes and waterfalls, this
magnificent Arizona-style countryside
contrasts perfectly the mountains in
the form of arid volcanoes and the
green of its streets and greens.
This natural environment where it is
located and a care of excellence,
make Anfi Tauro Golf a unique field in
its style and quality.

A Challenge with Vanguard Design
Opened in 2007, Anfi Tauro Golf extends over a plot of more
than 65 hectares. This Arizona-style course and designed by
world-renowned architect Robert Von Hagge is designed for the
use and enjoyment of golf players of any level, where the
magnitude of the environment makes the simple act of playing a
game of golf an unforgettable experience. .

9 Hole Par 3 Course
Another magnificent creation of Von Hagge, the Par 3
course is located in a similar environment. This 9-hole Par3 course offers the golf player an ideal environment for
the practice of short game, chip and putt as well as an
international golf academy, a magnificent driving range
and a chipping, putting green and practice bunkers
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Lopesan Meloneras Golf
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Number Holes: 18

The Meloneras Golf Course, located in
Meloneras Bay in the south of Gran
Canaria, is characterized by 9 holes with
magnificent mountain views and 9
holes with beautiful sea views, three of
which are located on the coast itself .

Design: Ron Kirby

Each hole is provided with 4 tees, the
design of the field makes it attractive to
any player regardless of their level of
play and among its many services offers
buggies with GPS. The first hole does
not present excessive difficulty, but the
difficulty gradually increases in the
course so that players must try to do
better and better, beating their game
blow by blow.
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Maspalomas Golf
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Number Holes: 18

Design: Mackenzie Ross

Located in the south of the island, one of
the places in the world that has more hours
of sunshine per year, it is surrounded by
the natural park of the dunes, a protected
area with more than 400 hectares, a
characteristic that sets its mark on the
design of the field created by Mackenzie
Ross.
Plain and of great length, with long and
wide streets, the proximity of the sea and
the gentle breeze make your tour a
pleasant
experience.
It is located in the largest tourist complex
of Gran Canaria, where you can find from
luxury hotels to small urbanizations with all
kinds of amenities.
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Las Palmas Royal Golf Club
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Number Holes: 18

Design:Mackenzie Ross

Gran Canaria enjoys the privilege of having
the oldest golf club in Spain, opened in 1891.
The course is located next to the crater of an
ancient volcano, testimony to the volcanic
origin of Gran Canaria. Highlights its unusual
views over the summit and the sea and its
deep
and
spectacular
ravines.
In the same field is the Bandama Golf Hotel,
located next to the tee of 1, for those who
want to enjoy the spectacular views of the
field.
It is a relatively short field, with narrow
streets, small greens, and deep ravines along
the route.
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Salobre Golf & Resort - The New Course
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Number Holes: 18

Design: Ron Kirby

This course is located in a characteristic
landscape after more than twelve years of
services, Salobre Golf & Resort continues to
expand and develop its infrastructure with the
firm purpose of consolidating itself as a golf
destination.
It is the only Resort in the Canary Islands with 36
holes and two courses, The New & Old Course
(North and South), the most modern practice
space for golfers, the Fitting Performance Club
that includes services such as Golf Academy,
Workshop, System Trackman and TPI, the
Practice Mile and the Resort also features the
five-star Sheraton Salobre Golf hotel.
The New Course, will surprise all those players
who are looking for a new experience because
of the special design and unique
landscape. Technical and demanding field
reminiscent of the links fields because of their
mimicry with the environment and their wild
nature.
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Salobre Golf & Resort - The Old Course Number Holes: 18

This course is located in a characteristic
landscape after more than twelve years of
services, Salobre Golf & Resort continues
to expand and develop its infrastructure
with the firm purpose of consolidating
itself as a golf destination.

Design: Roland Faure

It is the only Resort in the Canary Islands
with 36 holes and two courses, The New &
Old Course (North and South), the most
modern practice space for golfers, the
Fitting Performance Club that includes
services such as Golf Academy, Workshop,
System Trackman and TPI, the Practice
Mile and the Resort also features the fivestar Sheraton Salobre Golf hotel.
The Old Course, opened in 1999 is one of
the most popular and traditional courses
on the island. It has hosted such important
Championships as the Spanish PGA in 2006
and the Senior and Women's Spanish
Championships in 2001. This is a field for
players of all levels. Tees at different
heights, generous streets and small greens
are your hallmark.
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The Country Club Farmhouse
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Number Holes: 18

Design: Blake Stirling and Marco Mart¡n

Located next to the GC-1 motorway, just six
kilometers from the city of Las Palmas de Gran
Canaria, it is one of the longest fields in
Spain. Its design, with up to six tees per hole,
allows players of all levels to enjoy the tour.
The field, integrated into a fantastic centennial
palm grove, runs along 3 valleys with a broad
representation of native flora. The refreshing
atmosphere of its six lakes is completed with
spectacular views of the sea.
The Cortijo Club de Campo has hosted the 2002
Spanish Open, with the triumph of Sergio
García.
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Snippets for the Canary Islands
Passport and Immigration
You need a valid passport or
identity document for entry to and exit
from Canary Islands. There is no minimum
passport/document validity requirement but
you should ensure that it is valid for the
proposed period of your stay.

AIf your stay is less than 90 days, US
Canadian, British and EU citizens do not
need a visa

The Flag of the Canary Islands

The Euro is the currency
1 Euro (€) = 1.11 $
(at December 2019)

Jose’ Manuel Soria elected
President of the Canary Islands

Drivers License
You don't need an international driver's
license to drive in the Canaries, but
you do need to be at least 21 years old with
a driver's license issued at least two years
prior to your vacation.

The power supply is officially
230 volts AC

21 deg C = 70F

Spanish is the official language of
the Canary Islands
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For your complete one price custom built golfing vacation
Call

Barry Devo

on 330 284 4709 (Est)

Or email barrydevo@prepcotravel.com

Just let us know:
Your preferred date of Travel
Your preferred number of days
Number of people in your Group (or family numbers)
Your preferred US departure airport
Preferred flight seating: Economy, Premium Economy, Business or First Class
Your preferred accommodation: All-Inclusive Luxury, 4 or 5-Star hotel, Bed & Breakfast or Self Catering
We can give prices for different choices to compare if you wish

